Experimental validation of finite elements model in hip fracture and its clinical applicability.
Fracture of the proximal extremity of the femur is the subject of research interest. The complexity of the bone framework and the structural inefficiency associated with ageing leave many variables yet to be understood from an experimental perspective. However, there is no clearly defined structural and biomechanical research model for hip fracture. The hypothesis of this paper is that it is possible to create a computational experimentation model that characterises the bone of the proximal extremity of the femur as a heterogeneous material from directly translating the mechanical parameters obtained from anatomical experimentation specimens. An experimental paper comparing real experimentation on cadavers and a numerical model based on finite element analysis (FEA). The variables uses were: the start point of the fracture, propagation of the fracture, progressive load and maximum load until fracture. The real mechanical parameters obtained from the anatomical specimens were translated to the computational model based on the relationship between the Hounsfield units of the high resolution CAT scan and the bone mineral density of each virtual element, whereas the propagation of the fracture was modelled by the research team's own computational design, reducing the mechanical properties of the damaged elements as the fracture line advanced. The computational model was able to determine the start point of the fracture, with a slight tendency towards anatomical medialisation of this point compared to what happened experimentally. The degree of correlation was very high on comparing the real value of progressive deformation of the samples compared to that obtained by the computational model. Over 32 points analysed, a slope of 1.03 in lineal regression was obtained, with a relative error between the deformations of 16% and a Pearson's coefficient of R2=.99. The computational model slightly underestimated the maximum fracture load, with a relative error of approximately 10%. The FEA computational model developed by this multi-disciplinary research team could be considered, as a whole, a complete FEA model of the proximal extremity of the femur with future clinical applicability since it was able to simulate and imitate the biomechanical behaviour of human femurs contrasted with a traditional experimental model made from anatomical specimens. On this basis, qualitative and quantitative interactions can be assessed which consolidate it as a powerful computational experimentation test bench for the human proximal femur.